Quikpoint Drill-Mate Mortar Gun

NEW DESIGN

QUIKPOINT
MORTAR GUN
www.quikpoint.com
Concord, Mass. PATENTED

Save Time and Money $$$$$ QUICK, CLEAN and ACCURATE

- Tuckpointing
- Paving
- Stonework
- Tile
- Thin Brick
- Cultured Stone
- Steel Casements
- All types of masonry joints

Melvin Mancia (mason foreman)
Job: The John Winthrop School, Dorchester, Ma.
The New Improved Quikpoint Drill-Mate Mortar Gun.

The Quikpoint Drill-Mate Mortar Gun

Quikpoint for the past 16 years has made many thousands of users more productive because it is quick, clean and accurate.

The Quikpoint Drill-Mate Mortar Gun is easily mounted to all 3/8 inch variable speed drills, corded or uncorded.

With its auger drive, Hardened Steel Tip-Blades to prevent plugging and vibrator feed, the Drill-Mate can handle standard and pre-mixed mortars and makes anyone an expert pointer. The Quikpoint is a definite time and money saver.

Just scoop mortar into the three quart capacity hopper, pull the trigger on the drill and a continuous controlled bead of mortar can be applied, up to five times faster than conventional pointing methods, to any masonry application.

The Quikpoint comes with 4 oblong interchangeable steel nozzles from 3/16\(^{th}\) inch to 5/8\(^{th}\) inch wide and an angled nozzle for overhead and other specialized applications.

The Quikpoint Drill-Mate is ideal for all Cultured-stone, Thin-brick, Glass block, Tuckpointing and all types of masonry joints.

The Newly designed Quikpoint Drill-Mate is the state of the art for mortar application to all masonry joints.